
A Retail Carol
The customer experience is not dead, to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about 
that. But this much is certain this holiday season: according to a new study conducted by 
Harris Interactive, how well retailers deliver the omni-channel experience will be 
essential for capturing customer loyalty this holiday season … and well into our future.

So, how do we rid ourselves of these ghastly ghosts?
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The customer experience is not dead, to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about 
that. But this much is certain this holiday season: according to a new study conducted by 
Harris Interactive, how well retailers deliver the omni-channel experience will be 
essential for capturing customer loyalty this holiday season … and well into our future.

79% of respondents believe that after interaction with 
KNOWLEDGEABLE, FRIENDLY SALES ASSOCIATES, they become 
somewhat likely to PURCHASE AN ADDITIONAL ITEM, beyond 
their original intended purchase.

A BUT, retailers should visit THREE SPIRITS to find success this holiday season. S

And with that, as Tiny Tim might so wisely put it, this holiday season, “bless all your retail channels, bless 
each and every one!” Find out more by clicking here or visit kronos.com/retail to learn more.
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The OMNI-CHANNEL EXPERIENCE will shape the future of your brand. It will take an AVERAGE OF ONLY 2.2 
NEGATIVE SHOPPING EXPERIENCES IN ANY CHANNEL for a shopper to \stop purchasing from a retail brand. 

The Ghosts of Retail

YET TO COME

There are of course MULTIPLE RETAIL CHANNELS, but the 
customer perceives them as contributing to a single 

brand experience. In fact, 68% report that a negative 
experience within a single channel negatively impacts 

the perception across all channels.

The Ghosts of Retail

PRESENT
Retailers had only ONE CHANNEL to worry about – 
their store. This year, the top three ways shoppers 

will make their purchases will be in-store, online and 
with click-and-pick-up.

The Ghosts of Retail

 PAST

The TOP 3 FACTORS that contribute to a positive shopping experience are:
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